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QUESTION 1

Teams X and Y work on different enhancements in the same ruleset. The release date for each enhancement is
uncertain. 

Which two options, when performed together, allow each team to keep its work separate? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a new ruleset version for one of the teams. 

B. Create a branch ruleset for each team. 

C. Apply privileges to the rules each team configures. 

D. Create access groups for each of the teams. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

You are preparing to create a new major version of an application ruleset in which there are multiple minor and patch
versions. How do you create the new ruleset version? 

A. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to skim the relevant ruleset versions to copy the highest version of existing rules
to the new ruleset version. 

B. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to merge the existing rules in the relevant ruleset versions to the new version. 

C. Use the Application Structure landing page to lock and roll the existing ruleset versions to the new version. 

D. Create a new application ruleset using the appropriate version number, then copy the highest version of existing
rules into the new ruleset version. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Items selected by a user need to be copied to a page list property when the user submits the form. How do you copy the
items? 

A. Add a data transform to the flow action as a post-processing action. 

B. Add a data transform to the flow action as a pre-processing action. 

C. Create a declare expression with the page list property as the target. 

D. Create a validate rule to copy the selected items. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

You are asked to create a custom status named Open-Review. This status is to be applied to assignments in one
application. 

How do you satisfy the request? 

A. Create a Field Value record named Open-Review for .pyStatusWork with the Apply To class set to the class group. 

B. Add the Open-Review status to the Application record for the application. 

C. Circumstance the existing Open Field Value record on the application name and update the status value to Open-
Review. 

D. Create a Field Value record named Open-Review for .pyStatusWork and configure an Access When record to apply
the status to the correct application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements about building mobile applications with Pega Platform are true? (Choose Two) 

A. Pega Platform allows the same certificate set to build and distribute iOS and Android applications. 

B. Pega Mobile Build Server is configured in Dev Studio by using your Android or iOS developer certificates. 

C. The containing application determines the layout and appearance of SDK applications. 

D. Pega Mobile Build Server requires HTTPS access. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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